6.12: Fatty Acid Synthesis

Synthesis of fatty acids occurs in the cytoplasm and endoplasmic reticulum of the cell and is chemically similar to the beta-oxidation process, but with a couple of key differences. The first of these occur in preparing substrates for the reactions that grow the fatty acid. Transport of acetyl-CoA from the mitochondria occurs when it begins to build up. Two molecules can play roles in moving it to the cytoplasm – citrate and acetylcarnitine. Joining of oxaloacetate with acetyl-CoA in the mitochondrion creates citrate which moves across the membrane, followed by action of citrate lyase in the cytoplasm of the cell to release acetyl-CoA and oxaloacetate. Additionally, when free acetyl-CoA accumulates in the mitochondrion, it may combine with carnitine and be transported out to the cytoplasm.

Starting with two acetyl-CoA, one is converted to malonyl-CoA by carboxylation catalyzed by the enzyme acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC), the only regulatory enzyme of fatty acid synthesis (Figure \(\PageIndex{1}\)). Next, both molecules have their CoA portions replaced by a carrier protein known as ACP (acyl-carrier protein) to form acetyl-ACP and malonyl-ACP. Joining of a fatty acyl-ACP (in this case, acetyl-ACP) with malonyl-ACP splits out the carboxyl that was added and creates the intermediate at the upper right in the figure at left.
From this point forward, the chemical reactions resemble those of beta oxidation reversed. First, the ketone is reduced to a hydroxyl using NADPH. In contrast to the hydroxylated intermediate of beta oxidation, the beta intermediate here is in the D-configuration. Next, water is removed from carbons 2 and 3 of the hydroxyl intermediate to produce a trans doubled bonded molecule. Last, the double bond is hydrogenated to yield a saturated intermediate. The process cycles...
with the addition of another malonyl-ACP to the growing chain until ultimately an intermediate with 16 carbons is produced (palmitoyl-CoA). At this point, the cytoplasmic synthesis ceases.

Enzymes of Fatty Acid Synthesis

**Acetyl-CoA carboxylase**, which catalyzes synthesis of malonyl-CoA, is the only regulated enzyme in fatty acid synthesis. Its regulation involves both allosteric control and covalent modification. The enzyme is known to be phosphorylated by both AMP Kinase and Protein Kinase A. Dephosphorylation is stimulated by phosphatases activated by insulin binding. Dephosphorylation activates the enzyme and favors its assembly into a long polymer, while phosphorylation reverses the process. Citrate acts as an allosteric activator and may also favor polymerization. Palmitoyl-CoA allosterically inactivates it.

**Figure \(\PageIndex{2}\):** Fatty Acid Synthase (FAS) revised model with positions of polypeptides, three catalytic domains and their corresponding reactions, visualization by Kosi Gramatikoff. Note that FAS is only active as a homodimer rather than the monomer pictured. Image used with permission (Public Domain: Kosigrim)

In animals, six different catalytic activities necessary for the remaining catalytic actions to fully make palmitoyl-CoA are contained in a single complex called Fatty Acid Synthase (Figure \(\PageIndex{2}\)). These include transacylases for swapping CoA with ACP on acetyl-CoA and malonyl-CoA; a synthase to catalyze addition of the two carbon unit from the three carbon malonyl-ACP in the first step of the elongation process; a reductase to reduce the ketone; a dehydrase to catalyze removal of water, and a reductase to reduce the trans double bond. In bacteria, these activities are found on separate enzymes and are not part of a complex.

**Elongation of Fatty Acids**

Elongation to make fatty acids longer than 16 carbons occurs in the **endoplasmic reticulum** and is catalyzed by enzymes described as elongases. Mitochondria also can elongate fatty acids, but their starting materials are generally shorter than 16 carbons long. The mechanisms in both environments are similar to those in the cytoplasm (a malonyl group is
used to add two carbons, for example), but CoA is attached to the intermediates, not ACP. Further, whereas cytoplasmic synthesis employs the fatty acid synthase complex (Figure \( \PageIndex{2} \)), the enzymes in these organelles are separable and not part of a complex.

**Desaturation of Fatty Acids**

Fatty acids are synthesized in the saturated form and desaturation occurs later. Enzymes called desaturases catalyze the formation of cis double bonds in mature fatty acids. These enzymes are found in the endoplasmic reticulum. Animals are limited in the desaturated fatty acids they can make, due to an inability to catalyze reactions beyond carbons 9 and 10. Thus, humans can make oleic acid, but cannot synthesize linoleic acid or linolenic acid. Consequently, these two must be provided in the diet and are referred to as essential fatty acids.
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